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Anil every hnguage is a wst patteffi-slsteffi' difetent ftom others, ia which

are anlUrally orilaineil the forms and ntegofies, by whkh the p ersonality no t

only communicates, hut ako analyz*s, nortca, or negleds typa of telationship

anil phanomena,

Beniamin L. Who$ Language TtrougbL anlneatitf

For the vocabuhry of thelanguage in anit of iA setf, to be a motdu of thought,

lztcical ilissedions and categorimtions of natu.re.*ould have to be almost

auidentty formed, rather as'thougfu ome lohnny Applaeed had scattcted

nameil categoria capiciausly over the earth,

E Rosch'Linguistic RehtivitY"

y ruMAN cuLTuRBs AND LANGuacEs are diverse. To some, these differences imply

-t]1, itt o*-ensurateways ofbeinghuman. To others, these differences onlyserve

to underscore our profound sameness. Most cross-linguistic studies of catego{tza'

tion offer up their evidence on one side or the other of this philosophical divide. In

this chapterl, we summarize recent results from our cross-linguistic studies-of early

noun learning by English-speaking and fapanoe-speaking cfiildren. The findings are

clearly relorait io issues of linguistic and conceptrnl diversity. However, theseissues

were not the proximal impetus for our studies. Instea4 our questions were pitched

at a differentiwel, to . *..tr*irtic understanding of the derrclopment of categories

agd early noun learning. Still, bl pursuing mechanisms of dwelopmental c.hange'

rir a".t"i, at a deeper oiaort*aiog of the processes that create both universal and

tinguistica[y specific ways of knowing.
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276 Concepts and Categories during Early language Development

Universal Ontological Distinctions?

The things we encounter in our everyday lives seem to fall naturally into different

kinds. There are animate things that react and intentionallymove; there are discrete

things with stable forms that we move; and theie are substances, masses with less

regular forms, that also do not move on their own. This partition of things into

animals, objects, and substances is sometimes considered an ontological partition

in trryo senses: in the Aristotelian sense, that these are three different kinds qf exis-

tence, and in the psychological sense, that these are distinct psychological kinds that

provide a foundation for human category learning. There is empirical support for

the second idea from children's judgments in novel noun generalization tasla.

Kind-Speciftc Generalizations of Newly Learned Nouns

The novel noun generalization task measures children's expectations about the cat-

egory organization of different kinds. In this task, the experimenter presents the drild

with a novel entity and names it with a novel narne, saying, for example, 
othis is the

rnel." The experimenter then presents choice items and asks the child which ofthese

can be called bythe same name, saying, for example, 
"show me the mel." This is an

interestingtaskbecause the namingevent itselfprovidesthe childwith fevrrconstraints

on the class to which the name applies. Thus, children's generalizations from this

minimal task input provide insights into children's expectations about how nouns

map to categories. And the evidence indicates that children's generalizations honor

an organization of kinds into animates, inanimate objects, and substances.

In particular, when zVz- to3-year-old children are presented with novel solid and

rigidly shaped things, they consistently generalize the name bnly to new instances

that match the exemplar in shape but not to instances that match in other ways (lmai,

Gentner, & Uchida, ryg+;I"andau, Smith, & Iones, 1988, t992, 1998; Soja, Carey, &

Spelke, 1991). However, when the named entityis a nonsolid substance such as hair

gel or lotion molded into a shape, same-aged children are more likelyto generalize

the name by its material and color (Soja et al., rggr; Soia, l4.gz). Finalln when the

named entityhas properties qpical of animate things-+yes or feet or limbs---chil-

dren generalize the namenarrowlyto objects thatmatchthe named exampleinboth

shape and texture (Jones, Smith & Landau, r99r; |ones & Smith, 1998; Yoshida &

Smith, in press; see also Gelman & Coley, r99r; Keil, r99+; Markman, 1989). Further,

increasing evidence suggests that children learning a variety of languages such as

Korean, J.p*.t., English, and Spanish make similar distindions, naming rigidly

shaped things by shape, nonsolid substances by material, and depictions of animate

things by shape and texture (e.g., Gathercole & Min, 997;Imai & Gentner, r997i

Lucy, 1996; Yoshida & Smith, in press).

Where Does This Knowledge Come From?

Evidence That Language Learning Plays a Role

Four facts suggest that language learning contributes to children's doreloping under-

standing of different kinds, as follows:
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. Categorization taking place in naming and non-naming tasks

. u*.ig.nce of kind-r'ii.in9 n.*. g.nitalizations with vocabutary growth

. Modriation of kind-specific name generalizations

. Cross-linguistic differences

First, children's attention to the different properties. of different kinds is evi-

dent most robustly in naming tasks. Many of thee:rperimgnts showing that thil-

Jr.i ,yU.-atically extend novet names in different ways for different kinds have

included rron-n*irrf control tasks (e.g.,Imai, et a1., 1994; Jones et al', r99r' 1998;

Landau et al., 1988, ,igr, rggg;Soja et aL r99r). These control tasks are identical to

the novel noun grn[ifiiriiion task, except the object is n9t named' Instead' chil-

;;;;;h;",h.;;;phr and then aie asked what other objects are 
"like'.or

..go with" the exemplar. In these non-naminS tasla, chi$en do not systematically

attend to the diff.tL;; p;operties of different kinds' This fact suggests a mecha-

nistic link betwe." "#i"i and knowledge about the category organizations of

different kinds.

Second, kind-specific name generalizations emerge with vocabulary gror+'th

(Jones & Smith, 1997; Jones tt "i,', r99r; Landau et al'' 1988; Samuelson & Smith'

,rrr, "ooo, smith, iiiir soi^et al., r99r). The evidence indicates that the tendency

to attend to shape ;t;"context of namingemerges only after children already

know some nouns. Moreover, this so-called shape bias innaming becomes stron-

ger with development *d t ro.. specific to solidand rigidly shaped objects' A bias

to extend names foi *i*"tes by similarity in shapg and texture and a bias to ex-

tend name, ro, rouot"*.s by similaritr in material lTttgt 
later (see' especially'

Ionesetal.,,gg',S"*oelson&Smith,zooo).Thus,biasesto-"ttq"g.qdifferent
properties when .*"aiog names for different kinds codevelop with increasing

vocabulary, a fact consistetit *itft *t idea that children's word learning helps create

theircateiorYknowledge' . 11.,
Third, kind+pe#c i"*. generalizations are modulated by syntactic cues' One

area of relevant ro.*.tr.orrd*, the influence of count and mass syntactic frames

on nnglistt-speaking children's-interpretations ofnovelobject and substance names'

Count nouns "r. nJ*, tt at take the plurat and can be preceded ba ygldt suchas a'

anothef, several"andf*t,as well as numerals. Count nouns thus label things we think

of as discrete<h#s, trucks, shirts, studies, and hopes' Mass nouns' in contrast'

cannot be pluralized but instead are preceded by words such as |sftq ffiuclt andlittle'

Mass nouns thus t"U.t tt ittgt that are conceptualized as unbounded continuous

masses-$rater, sand, appleiauce, research, and justice.,Past research shows that

count syntactic g1r*.t ti.g ., a n'el" another nel) push children's attention to the

shape of the named thini, ih.r..r_rn1s$ sfntacti. fr"tno (e'g', some mel" more mel)

push attention,o -.,.ii"I (..g., Gathercole, Cramer, Somerville' & Jinsen' 1995;

Mcpherson, ,ggr,i;i.,rggr)]tn brief, language exerts an on-line influence on

children's categor1 formation'

Fouflh, a*rooir, trr.;;;. clear universals in the name generalizations of clil-

dren learning different languages.-+olid rigid things tend to be named by shape'

nonsolid things O;;ffi "ia Oiogt witi features suggesting animacy bl ioint

similarity in shap! *i tot*u-tt.ti .t. differences as well' differences that we
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believeprovide apotentiallyrich windowon the role oflanguage in creatingknowl-
edge about kinds. In the next section we present bacJ<ground evidence on differences
between English and fapanese.

Laqguage Differences

Individuation

Lucy (tggz) proposed an animacy continuum that is intimately related to how lan-
guages individuate kinds. As illustrated in figure r.r, this continuum orders kinds
by the degree to which instances are marked as individuals by devices such as the
plural and indefinite articles. On one extreme of Lucy's proposed continuum are
animate entities, the kinds most likely to be treated as discrete entities by a language.
On the other extreme are substances, the kinds least likely to be individualized by
languagCI. In the middle are objects, entities that are treated as individuals bysome
languages but not by others. The key point is this: different languages emphasize
differentboundarypoints along a continuum ofkinds from animate to substance.

English, with its counVmass distinction, is said to partition the continuum be-
tween objects and substances. Both common animal and objea names-cow and
an$are count nouns. Both are thus kinds that English treats as discrete entities.
Common substance names such as mill<, sand and wood"in contrast, are mass nouns
in English. lhese are treated by the language as unbounded continuous entities. Thus,
through devices such as the indefinite article, pluralization, and quantification,

The anlmacy contlnuum

anlmates obfects substances

llkellhood lndlvlduated

substances

Japanese

subslanceeobJeclsanlmates

Indlvlduale

Figtre ut, The animacy mntinuum and individuation in English and lapanaa
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English treats animate and object names in the same way and differently from sub-

stance names.
The ]apanese language, in contrast to English, aPPears to partition the continuum

betw.een ani*"t"s and inanimates, treating only animates as discrete individuals.

First, Japanese nouns that refer to multiple entitig.s arg. got obligatorily pluralized-

Thas ini gaita could mean either 
"there was a dog" or 

"there were dogs." How!ver,

nouns referring to multiple humans or young animals are optionally pluralized with

the suf6x tachi.Thus, koiru tarhi ga itd is 
"there were some puppies"'The plural

suffix appears not to be used on inanimate nouns. Second, when |apanese speakers

do neei io count discrete entities, theyuse a system of classifiers that often depend

on the kind of thing being counted, much as English speakers count loava of bread

or pafia of.glass. Tf,e;apanese classifiers used for animates tend not to overlap with

those used ior inanimaies. Finally, a distinction between animates and inanimates

is also supportedby other aspects of fapanesethal qtyals and quantificatign. Al-

though ttoi tt"ditionally viewed as markers of individuation, there are additional

"rp.i" offapanesethatare closelylinkedto individuation andanimacy(seeYoshida

g Smittr [in press], for further discussion). One of these is the distinction between

aru and iru,Fot the very fundamental notion of existence ("there is") and spatial

location ("be located"), Japanese has separate verbs for animates and inanimates:

aruis.inanimate object exists/is located" and iru is 'animate object exists/is located."

Thus Japanese, through pluralization, its classifier system, and the iru/aru distinc-

tion in locative "oo.nit"tions, imposes aboundarybetween people and animals on

the one hand and obiects and substances on the other'

These are systematic language differences of the kind likely to matter in children's

developing conceptualizationJ of kinds (Gumperz & Levinson, L996i Lucy, rgg6):

noun cat gories in English ate systematically.partitioned into object names versus

substance narnes, vrhereas noun categories in |apanese are systimaticallypartitioned

into names for animates versus names for inanimates. Both Quine Og6g) and Lucy

Uggz)suggested that the partitions made by a language's sy:stem 
fo.t 

-fhg indi-

viau* diiermines the ontological partitions made by speakers of that language.

Complete linguistic determination, however, seems unlikeh as there is relevant

p.r."pto.l inforfuation about categorystructures that is available to speakers of all

i*gr.g.t. Indeed, prelinguistic infants distinguish animate categories from objects

ttt"ittota tneir shape andlorm, and also distinguish rigid forms from nonrigid ones

(e.g., Spelke, Vishton, &Van-Hofsten, 1995)

Imai and Gentrer's Rezults

Imai and Gentner's (rggil cross-linguistic study of the object+ubstance boundary

provides clear erriden.e th"t both linguistic and perceptual information contribute

io an obje4+ubstance distinction. In their study, they compared laganese-speaking

and Engiish-speaking children's generalizations of narnes for novel solid and nonsolid

forms."they ut.d thi.r kinds olrti-ol* sets: solid and complexly sh"Pel things'

solid but simply shaped things, and nonsolid and thus simply shaped substances'

They did tnirli a*i solids and nonsolids difier in the tdnds of shapes they usually

tatci. SoUa thines can be quite complex-with many angles and multiple parts'
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Nonsolid substances, however, cannot take angular multipart shapes and over time

relax toward rounded and accidental-appearing forms like.splatters and drops.

In the experiment, Imai and Gentner presented childrel with an exemplar and

named itwith anovelnoun. Theyused a syntacticframe in Englishthatwas neutral,

consistentwith either a count or mass noun. In this way, anylanguage effects would

be off-line effects, effects of a history of making diOtinctions between count and mass

nouns in English and not making such a distinction in fapanese. After the exemplar

was named, ihe child was shown two choice objects, one that matched the exemplar

in shape and'one that matched the exemplar in material. The child was asked to

indicaie the one calted by the sirme name as the exemplar'

Imai and Gentner found that |apanese speakers and English speakers formed simi-

lar categories for solid complexly ihaped thhgs, generalizing a newly le"*tq object

name to new instances by ihape. And speakers of both languages increased atten-

tion to materialwhen thenamed entitywas nonsolid. Imai and Gentner concluded

from these similarities that the partition of objects from substances does not depend

on linguistic individuation, since both English-speaking- and fapanese-speaking

particiiants treated solids and nonsolids differently, even though fapanese does not

mark objects and substances differently.

However, Imai and Gentner also found differences between the novel noun gener-

alizations ofEnglish and]apanese speakers. Mostnotably, English and]apanesespeak-

ers differed in their gener"iir"tiottr of names for simply shaped solids. Simpty shaped

solid things "re lite |Ulects in the rigidity of their shapes but are like substances in the

simplicit/of their rft"io. English qpeakers treated the simply shape{ solip things as

objects and generalized their names by shape, whereas fapanese speakers wefe more

UtAy to geieraliznthe name by material. The results suggest that as a consequence of

differenirystems of individuation, fapanese and English speakers place the bbundary

between oUy."tr and substances in sfghtly different places. For speakers'of English'

solid things-$oth complexly and simply shaped-are catwizedas objects, that is'

byshape.ior speakers o?;"p*o., simptystrapedthings-$oth solid andngnsolid-

*. 1nor. likelyto be categofized as substances, that is, by material.

Ontologies as Statistical Regularities

Imai and Gentner's results showboth universal and language-specific influences on

children's 
.ontological" distinctions. We propose that both the universals and the

differences are theiroduct of the same statistical learning mechanism, arising from

correlationr "-ottg the perceptual properties of different kinds, lexical category stnrc-

tures, and linguistic devices concerned with individuation. This proposal is based

on the following five core ideas.

r, There are regularitics that dkrtngukh kinik of things in the world end our

perceptu4t tyttt*t are sensitiven thae rcgulatitia,-Solids, nonsolids, and

animates present correlated bundles of perceptual properties.

z, Ihe **inot categoria of lnnguagahonor these corehtionolbundles

Ianguages evolved to fiittre percepttral qrstem and the world. Thus it
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makessensethatlexicalcategoriesacross-languagesrespectandmakeuse
of the r*. "orr.lulrlil.i..i*al prope$es that distinguish animates

ilo* toUa objects andhom nonsolid substances'

q, woril learning r*ati ianer-ordu generaliwtions. word learning may be

mectranistically;;;J ti going |:y:ud 
specific knowledge about

specific kinds t";".ldi"g thl higha-order correlations that constitute

kind-specifi. rroui g.n.1rft.ti:ns and ultimately abstract knowledge,

knowledge we mighi tightly t-il tl"ontology"'

4. The mechanism' ii*roiouve leorning.The statistical regularities charac-

teristic of early noun categories *"yi. sufficient i" -*d 
of themselves to

create u partitio" J*i"gi i"t9 animals' objects' and substances'

Ontologles in d;-pry.f"logical.sens, .ooid be the generalizations that

arise naturdfy i"riO. statiJticat regularities "tt:tt- 
l.lttl 

categories'

s. I'ingukti, *g';;tio;'" p1ry of the-associative mtx and thus bend

knowledgein|a.nguage.spllfrcways.Lngusticformsthatareregularly
associated *idl Jorr"a"t a U*A.s of pJrcep!o.1.:o.t may reinforce the

connections between those pt"tptoi "ott' kt this way' qrstematic

linguistic confi;;;;*h "t tr'*'h" "o*pose a language's qrstem of

quantifying ioain rl"Ar, f,xy differentially Lohter and weaken perceptual

correlationr, "f'*gi"g t'o*'tt'ittg' are peiceived and conceived'

we present preliminary supportfor these ideas in the remainder of this c\apter'

wedo so by firsr..;;;.Go1_I-t *a c""*er's finding of differences in the

object-substan.. b";;;f";?hildtenlearning English and fapanese' We then turn

o a parallel pt ..ooiri# ;,h. animal-object boundary' Finally' we propose now

abstract ideas uUoot.u." "Ustract kinds migLt emerge from these correlatioqs across

oategories of concrete things'

:...-

,,-lCr""ti rg an Object-Substance Boundary

fiiirnouncategoriesarehighlvYi*{,}ffj:::lt-*:Y*.:ilH::o"
that could yield a p"r,i io' oitiod, id;dr Td 

substances. specificalln early

' .1'{rned 
categories o|,;Iil '1tl"gt ;t-]o"lr "t ganizrdby sha91' and early learned cate-

.ghrro of nonsolids; q'Pttlly *'U o'gntii'ed by material' This is so in both En-

S'.sh and |aPanese.
t$1iii
+ : , i ,  t .  I  L -  't'-:R"e"Ltites 

in the Early English Lexicon
.fii''l:" e

ffio]*ooandsmith(rggq)asked:whalkin{1:lf:',1"J::1r-i;yi:Lf$:;ffi$ii;ilffi;:ji;f *d":i::'":,'l:T*.:H::1'#::ffi;ffi:#;ilii";;";r.'i.r-u.'edcategori"ll"-T11il'"':i*::
ffiJffiffi"ffifrt##;,h, ;;;'; Jr a set or nouns that are rvpi-

*t-^ l  +Lo l iaf  n{'ffi'ilffi 
:ffi ffiffi ilo'.'p..in "uv, tt''v^*i".ar*"T::$

ffi JJ#;;;;;"A',h"1co1muni*"J,1-"jl:Yf:::f":::*"J
ililffiif. p"t* Jraatt that is used by many researchers to mea-
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sure the vocabulary of children from 16 to 3o months. The list of words on the MCDI

was dweloped from extensive studies ofparental diaries, in-laboratorytesting ofearly

vocabulariis, andlarge normative studies (Fenson et al., 1993). The nouns contained

on the MCDI are known by So percent of children at 3o months. Samuelson and

Smith specifically oramined the category structures of,3tz nouns+ll the nouns in

the animals, vehicles, toys, food *d-dtitk, clothing, body Parts, small household

items, and furniture and rooms sections of the MCDI.

The method used to examine the category structure of these 3rz eatly learned

nouns was borrowed from the pioneering work of Rosch (tgZi, Adule were Pre-

sented with each noun on the list of 3rz and asked to think of the instances named

by each noun. For example, th.y might be told: 
'Think of apples that you commonly

experience." Then, while thinking about these instances, *re adults were then asked

a Jeries ofyes/no questions: 
"Are these similar in shape? Are these similar in color?

Are these si*iL. in material? Are thesesolid? fue these nonsolid?" Aseparate grouP

of adults was presented with the criteria for distinguishing count and mass nouns

and asked to judge whether each noun on the MCDI was a count or a mass noun or

could be used bottr qmtaaic frames (e.g., cnke). To classifr a nominal category as

possessing anyoftheie properties, Samuelson and Smith requiredthat 85 percent of

ihe adults agreed with that characteristic. This conservaiive criterion was used to

ensure that the regularities attributed to the early lexicon were likely to be bnes that

are manifest in th; ercperiences of most young learners. In this way, each noun was

categorized as shape-base4 material-based, color-based, based on a combination

(or alt) ofthese properties, or based on none of these properties. Each noun was also

classified as referring to solid or nonsolid things or ambiguous insolidity, and each

nogn was classified as a count noun, a mass noun' or as ambigu0us in its sfntactic

category.
Fig*. 11.2 srunmarizes the keyregularities in tetms 9f 

Venn diagrdms. In these

diagrims, the relative size of each circle represents the relative numbers of nouns of

thaikind, and the size of the overlap between intersecting circles represents the rela-

tive number of nouns of both kinds. The citles on the left depict the relative num-

ber of count.aouns, names for solid things, and names for categories organized by

shape. The circles on the right representthe relative numbers of mass nouns' names

for-nonsolid substances, and names for things in categories organized by material.

(Color is not shown because so few categories were iudged to be similar in color

independently of similarity in material.) What the figure shows is that many early

nouns are count nouns, manyrefer to solid objects, and manyname objects in shape-

based categories. Moreover, count nouns, solid things, and shape similarity go to-

gether. nre right iide of figure u.z shows that there are many fewer nouns in this

Iotp* that ari mass nouns, name nonsotd things, and name categories oryaniznd

bymaterial.Howevet,nonsolidigmass-nouns}'ntaJqandmaterial-basedcatego.
ri.r "r. correlated. thus, the early English lexicon presents correlations among

category structures, the perceptible properties of solid and nonsolid things, and

count-mass qmtactic cues. the regularities are clearty lopsided-much stronger

on the soli4 th"p., count side than on the nonsolid, materid, mass side.

One migbt .tt* Wty does the early noun corP$ have the structure it does?

Sandhoferimith, and Luo (zooo) examined transcriPts of parent speech to young
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Mass noun
Nonsolld

Figure n.z. Venn iliagrams illusttating the overlap among shape-based categoria,

solidity, and count syntax and material-based categories, nonsoliility, and mass syntax,

arnong the jn early -Iearned English no unl

children. They selected the most common loo nouns and asked adults to judge the

category structure, using the same method used by Samuelson and Smith. they found

evidence for the same correlational structure as had Samuelson and Smith and the same

enrphasis onnamingsolidthings in shape-basedcategories. Westrspectthatthe struc-

ture of the .o*on nouns children hear and use reflects deep truths about the per-

ceptual regularities in the world and their funaionality from a humanperspective.-Childrin, 
however, must individually learn these deep truths.. The evidence

indicates that learning names for things is a crucial part of this. Children's kind-

specific name generalirations become organized as they learn more and more

names for ditfferent kinds (for review, see Smith, rggg).In line with previous re-

sults, Samuelson and Smith (rggg) found that when children knew few nouns, they

did not honor a distinction between solid and nonsolid things. Instea4 they gener-

alized novel nlmes for solid things by shape only after they hpd abetdy learned a

substantial number of names for solid things, a fact that fits the idea that children's

novel noun generalizations are themselves generalizations over the structure of al-

readylearned nouns. Fuflher, children generalized n{rmes for solid things by shape

longbefore theygenerclizednames for nonsolidthingsbymaterial-'-a factthat also

aligrs with the statistical regularities across early English noun categories.

Regularities in the Early Japanese lexicon

What are early learned nouns in other languages like? Do theyname the sarae kinds

of categories as do the early English nouns? Colunga and Smith (zooo) addressed

this question by examining the nouns on the fapanese MCDI. The |apanese MCDI,

fike tfte Engtish one, is a parent chec,klist of carlyJearned words and phrases. The

|apanese MbDI was independently constnrcted and normalized across large samples

ofditdtenlearningtapaneseastheirfirstlanguage (Ogura&Watamaki, rggZ;Ogwq
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Yamashita, Murase, & Dale, 1993).The Japanese MCDI, like its English counterpart,

contains the words and pbrases that 5o percent of c.:hildren in the normalized samples

know at 3o months. The list of nouns on the Japanese MCDI thus ate a good mea-

sure of the first nouns learned by children learning |apanese.
When one compares the list of early English nouns and the list of early ]apanese

nouns, some differences are immediately apparent. For example, the |apanese check-

list has more animal terms (52 vs. 43), more food terms (Zz vs,68), more people terms

b+ vs. z6), and more body parts (ll vs. z7).In contrast, the English checHist has

more names for artifacts. And the specific lexical categories differ. There is little

overlap among earlyfood categories, the dominant segment of names for nonsolid

substances in both vocabularies. In addition, there are many differences in animal

names. The ]apanese list of animal terms includes shrimp, nab,hippopotamus, kan-

garoo, koala, rhinoceros, and s'nallot-none of which :ue on the English list of early

known animat names. But, importantln the early Iapanese corpus, like the early

English one, presents clear evidence of different category organizations for solid and

nonsolid things.
In an effort to understand whether early English and ]apanese nouns lexicalize

categories of solid and nonsolid things similarly, Colunga & Smith (zooo) exam-

ined the category structures of all food and concrete object terms on the fapanese
and English lists. (That is, unlike Samuelson and Smith, theyexcluded animal terms

and abstract terms such as'friend.") In total, 167 nouns on the fapanese MCDI are

food or concrete object terms, and r5o nouns on the English MCDI are food or con-

crete object terms. Colunga and Smith asked native speakers to judge tlle category

structure of each noun category using the same method as did Samuelson and Smith.

The results are presented in figure il.3 as Venn diagrams. The larger outline area

represents all the nouns that were judged in the language-induding those that did

not reach the strict agree'ment criteria. The smaller rectangles inside the larger area

indicate by size the numbers of lexical items that did reach the strict agreement cri-

teria. Btack areas represent the numbers of nouns judged to refer to solid things, and

white areas represent the numbers of nouns judged to refer to nonsolid things.

Horizontal stripes indicate the numbers of nouns judged to refer to objects of simi-

lar shape, and vertical stripes the numbers of nouns judged to be similar in material

and/or color.
As can be seen, in both languages about half of these earlylearned nouns refer to

solid objects (42 percent in English, 48 percent in |apanese) and there aref*ter (24

in English, zr in lapanese) that name nonsolids. Further, in both languages more

nouns were judged to tefer to things similar in shape b8 Percent in English, 49 Pet'
cent in fapanese) than to things similar in material and/or color br percent in Bn-

glish, zo percent in fapanese). And, crucially, solidity and category organization are

correlated. Again, the conelation isverf strongforsolidityandwithin-categorysimi-

larity in shape, with most of the words that were classified as refening to solid tbings

also judged to refer to things that were similar in shape (79 percent in English, fl
percent in Japanese), and most of the words that were classified as referring to things

similar in shape were also dassified as referring to solid things (88 percent in En-

ghsh, 9o percent in fapanese).Again, the correlationwas weaker for nonsolids and

material-based categoryorganizatiofls. Whereas words thatwere classifed as refer-
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Figure u.j. Venn diagrotns of the werhp among shnpe-based and materinlbased

categoia anil the solidity and nonsoliility of instances for early learned food and obiea

terms in English anil f apanue.

ring to nonsolids were judged to refer to things that were similar in material (96

percent in English, 8r percent in |apanese), the correlation did not hold in the op-

posite direction (49 percent in English, S2percentin fapanese).
The key result, then, is this: the same regularities characterize object and substance

terms in the two languages.

Network Simulations

Are these regularities enough in and of themselves to create the universals in

children's kind-specifi c generulTzations? If children's knowledge about solid ob-

jects and nonsolid substances are the direct product of the statistical regularities

4mong the nouns children know, then a simple learner of statistical regularities, a

connectionist net, should develop similar knowledge if trained on a "vocabulary"

similar to that of young children. Thus, we tested the idea of "ontolog/ as statis-

tical regularities by feeding these regularities to a simple statistical learner.

Importantly, dthough connectionist networks are simple associative learners, the

generalization the networkneeds to maketo reproduce children's kind-specificnoun

generalizations is not simple. It requires going from simple associations to abstract,

rule-like generalizations. For example, in the training phase of the simulations, we

taughtnetr,rrorls names forspecificinstances ofspecific categories-for example, the

tn'oid"b.[" associatedwith roundthings ofvariable colorandmaterialandtheword
osand'associatedwiththings ofapartictrlar materialandrange ofcolors. Thesekinds

of associations are easy for networks to leam; and it is easy for networks to general-

ize fromsome qpecific instances of a categorf (e.g., from specific balls) to new in-

il[
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stances ofthe silme category (e.g., to nwir-before-encounteredballs). The theoretical

question, however, concerns not the learning and generalization of these specific

categories butthe emergence of the higher-level abstraction: that soliditygigryls the

relevance of shape and that nonsolidity signals the relevance of material-for ob-

jects and substances nerrer encountered before and shapes and materials never ex-

perienced before. Thus, prior to the simulations, it was an open question: Are the

lonelational structures manifest in early English and fapanese noun vocabularies

enough to yield kind-specific category organizations rvhen given novil things?

To address this question, Colunga and Smith (zooo) taught the early English -

vocabulary to one set of networks and the early Iapanese vocabulary to another. TWo

specific issues were at stake: (r) Would both sets of networks learn the same distinc-

tion, naming compledy shaped solid things by shape and nonsolid substances by

material? and (z) CoUa the small differences in the statistical structures ofthe early

noun lexicon in the trn'o languages possiblybe sufficient to create the differences in

how English-speaking and |apanese-speaking children generalize names for simply

shaped solids?

TheNetwork We used a Hopfield network, v-'tfch is a simple recurrent network.

The networks were trained using contrastive Hebbian learning an algorithm that

adjusts weights on the basis of the correlations between unit activations. Figure u.4

shows the architecture ofthe network Ithas a wordlayer, in vrhich each unit cotte-

sponds to one word in the training vocabulary. Individual objects are represented

on what we catl the object layer. Activation pattens on this layer represent the shape

and material of each individual objea or substance presented to the network More

specifically, the shape and material of an object (say the roundness of a particular

ball and its yellow rubbery material) are represented by an actinatiod pattern along

the whole layer, in a disaibuted fashion. In the solidity layeg one unit stands for

solid and another for nonsolid. Finally, there is a hidden layer that is connected to

all the other layers and recurrentty*ith itself. Note that the word layer and the ob-

ject layers are only connected through the hidden layer; there are no direct connec-

tions among them.

Training We trained networla on the 
"English" or')apanese" nouns.lhe goalwas

to mimic the vocabulary learning that a child brings into a novel noun genenlira'

tion experiment The statistical regularities characteristic of the early vocabularies

were built into the networlCs training set in the following way. First, for each word

thatthe netnorkwas tobetaught apatternwas generatedto rePresentitsvalue along

the relevant dirnension-the dimension that the English-speaking and fapanese-

speaking adults said characterized the similarities of objects named by the noun.

Slcond,-at eac.h presentation of the word, the value along the irrelenant dimension

for that lexical category was varied randomly. For example, the word 
oball" was

iudged by the English*peaking adulc in the Samuelson and Smith (rggg) study to

referto thi"ge thatweresimilar in shapq thus, apartioilarpattern of activationwas

randomly.hor.o and then assigned to rqrresent ball-shape. All balls presented to

the network were defined as having this shape althougb each ball presented to tbe

netnrorkalsoconsistedofauniqueandrandomlygencratedpatterndefiningthema-
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Word LaYer

Shape Material SolidltY

Obiect LaYer

Figure u4. The architecturc of the network usd by C'9lunga anil Smith' See t'ext fot

further clarificarton.

terial and color. So whenever the network got the unit representing the word iball''
it also got the pattern representingbalt-shape along the shape dimension and a dif-

ferent pattern along the materid dimension'

We also Uuitt inio the training the shape regularities ttrat distinguish solid and

nonsolid things. Specificalln in ire simulations, although instances of most solid

categories r".ri tt " r"*e shape (in proportion to the adultiudgments), instances of

different solid categories diifere d greitly in shape, instantiating the full range of

possible shapes. In 
-contrast 

instances oi th" same nonsolid category typically dif-

ieredinshape (inthesameproportions asthe adultiudgments),butoverall, nonsotd

instances for.U."tegotio if"ontolidthingswere drawnfrom a relativelyrestricted

range of possible shaPes.

Noun Generalimtion Test After teaching a network the 
"English' or 

"|apanese'

vocabulary, we tested the network's .*p..titio* about how novel solid and nonsolid

Oiogr stroUa be named. Our approach to testing the networks is based on our

coniptualization of the novel oo* generalization task In that task the child sees

.o o,emptar and hears its nanre and then is presentedwith rnto c,hoice items'<ne

matctring the o.*pt t in shape and ole in material. We propose that the c'hild gen-

eralizes the name to the c,hoice item that is peraivedas most similar to the crem-

pfrt. fgf"te*amptOthe childattenfuexclusivetytotheshapeofthenamederemplar'

Hldden LaYer
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then a test object that matches the exemplar in shape (atthough different from the

ocemplar in material) should be perceived as higtrly similar to the exemplar' and

th. ct ild should generalize the name to that item. Thus, to measure selective atten-

tion, we asked ifihenetwork's internal representations of a named exemplar and a

test objectwere similar. More specifically, we alked if the patterns of activations on

the hidden layer for the named exemplar and shape'matching test item were more

or less similar than the patterns of activation on the hidden layer for the named ex-

emplar and the material-matching choice item. Thus on each test trial, a novel ex-

.*plu, object was generated by tindo*ty crga-LnS an activation pattern along the

,hrp. and material-dimensiotrr. Th.tt a novel shape-matching testobject was gen-

.r"Ld by.ombining the exemplar's shapepattern with a novel randomly generated

material pattern. A similarity -."r*.-of the exemplar and the shape m1c\ was

computedin terms ofthe distancebetweenthe activation patterns inthe hiddenlayer

after the exemplar *a itt shape match were presented' Similarly' a novel lnaterial-

matching test object was genirated by combining the exemplar's material pattern

with a new randot"ryg.;.trd shape pattern and thesimilaritybetween exemplar

and material *"t ft #* computed.-finally, we used these similarity measures be-

tween the emergeoip"o.*, of ".ti*tion on the hidden layer to calculate the prob-

ability of choosing ti. shape and the material match using Luce's forced choice rule

(Luce, zooo).
Inthis way, we trained ro networks (with ro different randomlygelerated initial

connection *.igUtrl with categories structgred like the object and substance lerms
young Engtish-sp""i.i"g childr-en know. During trlmng'-we presented muldple in-

stances ofeachtrained ioun untilthe networkstablyproducedthe rightnounwhen

presented an instance of each kind. We taught noun: with different category orga-

nizations in the same Proportions that are found in young English-speaking

children,s locicons. We tiren tested each ofthese English networla in the novel noun

generalizatioo od.-*ittt 3o novel exemplars.'These 3o test trials were. divided wenly

into three kinds: the exemplars were ainnea by patterns of activation that rePre-

sented (r) solid and complexly shaped thingg{z) solid and simply shaped things'

*a tll nonsolid and ri*nft rfr"p.d thiogt. *in: same-way, we trained ro networks

with all the words in the 1ap*.re .otpot *d, at the end of this training, tested those t

ro |apanese nenn orla with the same 30 novel noun generalization trids' If the statis-

tical regUtarities in the two vocabularies are sufficient to create a common solidity-

ooorolidity distinction as well as the cross-language diffele-nces, then the perfonnances

of these networks ,houtd look like the performances of the children in the Imai and

Gentner's studY.

Raults In figUre [.5A, we comp.[e the performances of the networks to the pat-

terns reporteiUym"i and Gentn er (rggZj fot z-year'91$-the relevant age for the

".inf"d corpus. lhe solid bars show th'- "'y"ulold children's performances from

the Imai and Gentnerstudy-theproportion of times ctrildren extended the name

"f rfr. object to Or t rt oUjt.t -ti.fti"g in shape. Since. children always chose be-

tween . rn pr-*"i.Uiog;d material-matchingtest objgct, c'hance is'5o, and sys-

tematic extensions Uiti"t tUf are indicated bybelow-chance perfonrlnce in the

ngrrr..The stripeJUars in the figure showthe mean ofthe networlcs'performances'
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English

simple object

(B)

corylcxobjcct tlt4leobjcct ohnoc

Figure n.S. (A) The mean proportion of shape choica by Engtish-tpea*;ig ana

Japanue-speaking z-year-olds in Imai anil Getttner (tgg) erpeiment' as a funAion of

the sotidity of the exenplar and the meail proportion of shape choices predicted by the

network trained on early English or lapanese noufls. (B) The rnean proportion of shape

choices predictcd by network trained. on English nouns with corelated count'tnass syntan

and for comparison, the mean proportion of shape choices by'z'yur-old Englkh-speaking

children as afiinaion of solidity, as reportedby l4ai & Gentner (tgg).

Consider first the performances of the |apanese-speaking children and the net-

worl<s trained on the fapanese noun categories. Names for complexly shaped ob-

jects are generalizrd by shape. Names for simple solids and for nonsolid substances

are much less likelyto be generaliz,edby shape and often (more than half the time)

are entended to new instances that match the named exemplar in material. The net-

works taught noun vocabularies with the same statistical structure as the noun vo-

cabularies known by z-year-old fapanese children generalize names for novel entities

in the same way as the fapanese-speaking children. Complexly shaped things are

named by shape, but simply shaped things<olid or nonsolid-are not. The fact

thatthe netwoiLr mittri.theperformances offapanese-qpeakingchildrentells us that

the structure of the early noun lexicon is itself enough to create a distinction be-

tween objects and substances-with the boundary betrveen object and substance

being determined by the cornplexity of the shape.
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NowconsidertheperformancesoftheEngtish-speakingchildrenandthenetworla
trained on the nn$isi-ooun categories. thJchildten show a muih stronger bias to

extend names fo, ,ota tUirrg, Uyihape than do the netruorks' This is particrrlarly so

for the solid simply;;.p.d[i;gt. rit Ailaten ortend names for all solid things-

simple or complex;r6J;th.pe; but they "te more.likely to extend names for

nonsolid.obrt*re, byi.rttiA, Tn-*us for Englisl-sPeaking children' the partition

between object categories ;rg*irAby shape *a *ptt "9t categories organizedby

material is defined iy *Uaitf The netwoti.t tt"iotd on the English nouns'.in con-

trast, extena ,r"*rr'for solid complexty shaped- things 
'bf 

ttt* (reliably more

oftenthanocpectedtychance),but.*t"na names for simplyshapedthings--solid or

nonsolid-*y mateJal. rhe boundary between object and substance imposed by the

English trained rr*;;k" tr based only on the statistical regularities in the early En-

glishnoun categories an4like )apanese childrenbutnotEnglishchildren'thebound-

aryaPPearstobedefinea6yc"*irq.q'ofshaperatherthansolidity.Theseresultstell
us that the structur;;f the eady inglish noun lexicon is not enough in and of itself to

*r.' Eng[ish-speaking c.hildren,s novel noun generalizations.

Addi"g SYtt r.

what is missing from the simulations of the English;1p.{.g children? The obvi-

ous additional faaoi ieterrant to English-speaking children's learning is count-mass

sfntflr Therefore, it *t. next simulatiott,^*e add"d the count-mass syntax correla-

tions to the English-trained networks'

For this ,i-ot"tioi *" "aa.a an additional input layer to those illustrated in fig-

**i the qmtorlaya. The qmtaxlay-er hadtwo units, one to represgn! loPt 
ty"*

and one for mass,fi; il i.*"Ir" were trained on the same English vocabu-

hry,il;o*...h'rroun was associatgd with count/mass qmtax information' ac'

cording to adults' j;g-; as collected by Samuglson-and Smith (rggg)' Nouns

that adults judged io be both count and mass nouns (e'g', "cake' and 'muffin") were

associated.q.raty bR* with both the counttnd mass units "on''- 
.- -

The results of the network simulations are shown compared to clrildren's perfor-

manceinfigureu.5B.AlthoughtheconnectionistnetworlstrainedonEnglishwith
the correlatea"o*rt--.rs syritactic cues showa quantitativetyweakershapebiasthan

do children, theywere successful in simulating th9 grlalitative pattem' The networla'

like the children, now generalize names for silid things{imple an9 complex$y

shape and names io, ion olid things by material' karning names for concrete ob-

jec.ts and substances in both languages appears to creatf knowledge that obie6s and

substances "r. r,"*.dbyditrerentptop.riio. Butlanguage-specific q^t"$" cues in

Enghrh shift this ";;;ild*t" boun<lary relative to that of fapanese speakers'

Conclusion

The kinds of nouns known earlyby cbildren learning English andby children learn-

ing lapanese pr**i* or!*ir"a raoa,oe. Most narne solid things, and solid things

with the *. o.il. "iii, u. similar in shape. A coherent subset of nouns name

nonsolid substances, and substances with the Jamt name tcnd to be similal in mate-
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rial. The simulations show that these regularities are sufficient to create the similari-

dgsinEnglish*peakingandlapanese--speakingc.trmre{lpvAnoungeneralizations;
that is, . ih.p. bi.r ortt n namittg complexly shaped solids yrd (to a lesser degee) a

material bias when naming nonsolids. Similarly structured lexical categories create

similar knowledge about object and substance categories. The results also suggest

that language-sp-ecific qmtactic cues are part of the correlational mrx, modulating

the object-substanbe partition in language-specific ways'

The Animate-Object BoundarY

If language-specific cues corretate with perceptible differences among kinds and

influe.-ncJontologicalboundaries, then there shouldbe cross-linguistic differences

at the animate-o6;ect boundary for |apanepe- and English-speaking children. lhis

should be so because |apanese adds linguistic cues to the statistical mix that are

correlated with an anirnal versus object-substance partition, just as English adds

cues to the associative mix that are correlated with a animal-obiect versus sub-

stance partition.

Iru/Aru

Ofall the distinctions in |apanese that focus on animacy, the hvlarudistinction seems

a likely powerful force on the way fapanese children think about objects.This dis-

tinction involves fundamental notions of existence ('there is") and spatiallocation

("be located"). In English we use the same verb 
"be" for a dog, a cupr and water'

sayrng: there is a ilog-there k a arp,and thqe k water. Howevet, the )apanese verb

im isirsed for a dogl alrd aruis used for a cup or water- Iru implies being in a place

by one's own will-eru, onthe other hand, implies 
"having begn left" at aplac'e'

Importantty, iru is used whenever one refers to entities that behave intentionalln

for exampte, people and animals. Critically, iru is also used by adult speakers (and

childreniwhen inanimates are conceptualized as animates. For example, iruis used

by adults when referring to dolls *d top as the animates they depict in play and

conversations with children. Thus everytime a ]apanese-speaker refers to the loca-

tion of an object, the speaker must decide if the object is to be conceptualized as

animate or inanimate.
yoshida and Smith (zoor, in press) demonstrated that 2'to 3'year-old |apanese-

speaking children understand the implications of iru and aruintnovelnoun genef-

aization task Ttre children in this studywere monolingual andwere tested in lapan.

The children were presented with three-dimensional objects that were ambiguous

and couldbe seen as depictions of animates or artifacts. As illustrated in figure [.6,

each object had four pipe-cleaner appendages. The obiects could be concep-tuallzed

as animal depi6ions ifih. appendages were construed as limbs, but they dso could

be easilyviamed (u leastbyo* intoidons) as artifacts and not animal-like at all The

exemplar objec,ts were named either using a sentence frame with cnr (zuggesting an

armal or with iru (suggesting an animate entity). In a yes/no version of the novel

namegeneralizationirr[,-tft *lawasshowntheexemplarandtolditsname-"This
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is a mobit',-and then eactr test objectwas presented individually. lhe child was asked

about each test object 
"Is this a mobit?" The results are shown in figure u.7. When the

novel name was presented in a sentence frame containing an+thefapanese-speaking

children generalizrd the name to all test objects matc.ling the exemplar in shg;re re-

gardlerso?whetherthesetestobjectsmatchedormismatchedtheexemplarolttyolner

froperties. In contrast, when the exemplar's name was Presented in the context of iru

.nitat " generalized the name conserr"atively, gnly to obiects that matc.hed the exem-

plar on riompt properties, and particularlyiri shape and texture. The pattern in the

iru condition hts iastfindings on clrildren's extensions of names for animal-like things;

for animals, rhup. alone is not enough, and multiple simil-arities are required to en-

tend the name (e.g., Iones et al., r99r; Jones & Smith' rgg:)'

These results piovide three important pieces of information. First, the linguistic

cues of ira/arualter the way lapanese-speaking children catqotiz-e lovelgbjgc'ts.
ilhis tells us that young fapaneie-speaking children do have knowledge of at least

one linguistic device thit piioiLg.r animate kinds. Secon4 young Iapanese+peaking

childreln generalize o"*.i for impted artifacts to new instances more broadlythan

they genJralize names for impli.a *i*at. Third, the results tell us that linguistic

.o.r,i L"tt ocplicitly present ones' can dter how the same percqtual entity is con-

ceptualized-as a depiction of an animate or artifact kind.

Variation at the Animate-Object Boundary

ln the world, animate and inanimate thinp differ in many watrrs. TheT have differ-

ent prop!rtie6, such as eyes and limbs Yersus angglar parts. they move differentln

endpeople talk about them difrerently. In brief, the world presents the learner with

sh
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Figure n.6. The ambiguous obiects used W Yoshida anil Smith'
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a richly structured set of associations. Iruand aru and a host of other linguistic dis-
tinctions centered on animacy are part of this associative mix for children learning

fapanese. Does this alter the waylaparrese children perceive animate and inanimate

things? We \pothesized that fapanese children, telative to their English counter-
parts, might be hypersensitive as to whether some object should be construed as an

animate versus an artifact; That is, given ambiguous objects with features merely

suggestive oflimbs, fapanese-speakingchildren shouldbe more likelythanEnglish-

speaking children to see the appendages as limblike and to construe the objects as
depictions of animate things, even when the linguistic context is neutral and offers

no suggestion as to how the object should be construed. lfris should be so if the lin-

guistic distinction in the language heightens attention to cues relevant to making

perceptual distinctions (see Lucy, 1996).

Yoshida and Smith (in press) tested this prediction by comparing z- to 3-year old

fapanese- and English-speaking children's name generalizations using the same

stimuli as in figure u.6. The sentence frames rrsed in Japanese were nonlocative con-

structions that did not require irulalnther, the sane sentence frame could be used

with both animates and inanimates.
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Figure u.8 shows the mean proportion of "yes" responses as a function of lan-

g"rg. *d ioanidoal test objects. As is apparent, when presented with ambiguous

iUii." named with novel names in a niutral sentence frame, )apanese-speaking

.hildr.r, generalized the names in the s{rme way they di! when the name was Pre-

sented in-the context of iru,a context that unambiguously implies animacy' That is'

fapanese-speaking children generalized the exemplar's name only to items that

i|i,.il *t. .or":plar in botf, shape and texture and rejected all other test objects

as instances ofthe lexicat category. In contrast, the English+peaking children general'

ized the novel names in the ,ior *y that |apanese-speaking children hadrvhen the

name had been presented ih the context of. an+a context that unambiguously implies

an inanimate tfti"g. English-speaking c.hildren,like fapanCIe-speaking dildttl in the

aru conditiorr, g.oir.lirid tlre name to alt objects that matc.hed the exemplar in shape-

both when thal objec matched in other properties and when it did not'

Here, again, we see the effect of the l*g*g. o1e is learning on the ontological

boundary.-1ru and aruare correlated with things ttrat present different perceptible

properties-those that distinguish a real and unambigUous animate, like a living dog'

from an inanimate thing, [kJa cup. Iruand aru arcalso correlated with lexicd cate-

gory structur.*.t goio organized by joint similarity in shape and textrue versus
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categories organized by shape alone. The result of these added linguistic cues to the

conelational structure is that |apanese-speaking-chitdren ale more likd than En-

Sitrh"p."kr"g children to see th. .ppuod.ges aslimbs and the pbjects as depictions

of an animate kind.

Cross-language Difierences Only at the Boundary

yoshida and smith (in press, zoor) also compared lpge.se- and English-speaking

children s gen rAizatioo, ofnames for unambiguous depictions of animates (tounded

ioayfif..fJt*r*irft.f..l uoantt mUiguousdepictions ofartifacts (angular, comploc'

muttipart shapes). With unambiguous .*empl"rt, ]apanese- and Bnglish-speaking

clild,ren ertended the exemplarsirr*o in the same way. Names for unarrbiguous

depictions of ."imiia were-extended to new instances narowly'by shape and tex-

ture.Namesfot*Uigoousartifrctswereextendedbroadlybystrape]hus'{ecros-
linguistic effects "t tn""*i-"t -object boundary,like those at the object-substance

boundarf, appeaf Ji.nt .ttfy fo1 am!'Wous entities ,h:,"tt" neat the boundary'

These findings ;J" r.rrr" if linguisic cues are otuinfluencn'in a correlational

soup that "t o irr.ioa* perceptualiues and learned lexical categorf structures' If

perceptual .o., ,rroigly p*ii"t (and perhaps determine) lexical category struc-

ture, as seems to be til;. in the ..ily oooo lexicon, 
Fg*ttit 

cues may push

conceptualizatio; ;; ;t or the gther onlyin perceptually ambiguous cases' This

is an important ia." fot thit*itg about how language-specific structures might in-

fluence the formation of even *t" abstract ideas'

SummarY

children learning all languages are presented with three sources of information rele-

i yant to forming'oototo"gi.i" distiirctions. These are illustrated in figure u'9' First

there are the different kinds of things in world-from formless liquids to deform-

able substances tosimPle wood to complex alifcts ani natural kinds to animate

things. llrese differentkinds present-rutkticatty and,in a graded-wryAifrercnt

perceptible properties. Second, there are also the lexicd categories that children are

tearning. th. ,i;i;tr*;;. of these categories,is statistically correlated with

theperceptibf"ptop.i*of dlfferentkinds. fiquidsthathaveno shape oftheirown

may tend to U. o"ri.a by -"t ti.l (and color),-tttif"ttt with figid and stable shapes

may tend to be named-by rh"P., and animates with their rich correlational struc-

tures may be named by muttiple prop.rti.t-that include texture and shape' lhird'

there are fi"goirti. a.ii.., ,p..in. ti specific languagel that correlate with these

regularities i'p.ioptoal properties andcategory organizations' If children are as-

sociative learners, and if all these sources of iirformation are blended together in a

learned ontologT, then one would predict both universals and a coherent bending

of those *i*tt fu in f*to*. ana cOturalty specific 1a1s:pis I 
"AT the pattern

of results t o. r.rgg;;bhiidt* learning English and c'hildren learning |apanese

learn to cawe up tfi world in tnt *-. *1i94*. of deep regularities.in.th.at world

and because A. tt"" ;Ud; "rganize lexical categories of concrete kinds in pretty

much the samewaY.
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Figure u.g. Three sortrces of information about animata, objeAt and substances.

How These Correlations May Buitd Abstract ldeas

The earlylexicon is small and is not representative ofthe fullrange of nouns that chil-

dren uttimately learn. For the most part, the early noun lexicon is filled with names

for the concrete, palpable things that dominate domestic life. The adult lexicon in-

cludes, in addition, ru*o for abstract ideas, ideas that sometimes also seem to be di-

vided into abstract categories ofanimate, object, and substance. For example, speakers

of English pluratize and count 
ohopeso as if hopes were bounded and discrete kinds.

Spealiers o?fogfirh, however, do not pluralize "justicC brrt speak of mgtiirg it out in

pottioor, as ifjusticewereacontinuous andunboundedsubstance. Theseabstractideas

maybe built on or be metaphoric extensions of the perceptual structures of'concrete

objects and substances (see Iakoff& Iohnson, r98o; l.evinson, 1996)'

Figure u.ro illustrates hlpothesized correlations among Perceptual properties and

from perceptual properties to lexical category structure. Although not illustrated, it

seems likdthat ttrese various connections vary in strength, depending on the strength

of relationi in the world. For orample, objects with angles and multiple parts are highly

likelytobesolid (sincecomplexangularshapescannotbereadilyformedfromnonsolid

substances).Thus *gul"rityrtronglypredicts solidityand multiple parts, and each of

these cuesandthervholeclusterpredicts categorizationbyshape. Analogously, nonsolid

objects tend to be rounded and simplyshaped, although manysimplyshaped things

can also be solid. Thus, simple shape and roundedness weaHy predict nonsolidity and

categofizanon by material" but simple shape, roundedness, and nonsolidity would

joiniy predict more strongly categorization by material Finally, a strong cluster of

interreLted cues would r.e* to chuaaeizeanimate things, and all these cues predict

categofirattonbymultiple similarities. The correlations in figure u.ro derive from the

perceptual regularities in the world, regularities that appear to be honored in the cate-

gotf ttto.t tto of the colnmon concete nouns ofboth English and |apanese.- 
i{hat do the differences between English and lapanese languages add to these

perceptual correlations? As illustrated in figure u.r, PercePlual gropertiel and cate-

iory ttt r.t oes characteristic of animates are also associated with particular lin8uis-

lcforms in |apanese andperceptualproperties andcategorystructures characteristic

of inanimates are associated with contrasting fonns. Figure u.rz illustrates how per-

ceptual properties and category structures characteristic of animates and obiects are
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Figure n,rc. Conel.ations between percepUalproperties anilbxical coryry structure'

also associated with particular linguistic forms in English and how perceptual prop-

erties and categoty rt*.t ttes characteristic of nonsolids are associated with con-

trasting forms.bne can also see in these illustrations howthe addition of linguistic

cues to a name generalization task can influence ctrildren's name generalizations;

how in Soja,s (rig") study, sayrng a melincreased English-speaking children's gen-

eralizations by shap., whereas t"y-g some melincreased their generalizations by

material, and how in Yoshida and Smith's (zooo) study, saFng iru increasedlapa'

nese-speaking children's generalizations by shape and torture, whereas sayng aru

increased their generalization by shape alone'

Importantlyihowe\rer, slntematiclingurgtic c9nq1:ts do more than just shift at-

tention on-tine. rne evidence Eugge$ts that they also differentiallybolster andweaken

perceptual correlations, changing, in a sense, how things are perceived- Figures rr.u

and ri.rz illustrate how this may be so in an associative learner. The intercon-

nections among perceptible cues associated with animacy-hea4 eyes, limbs' self-

movement-miybe strengthenedbytheir joint association withlinguisticforms in

|apanese. Because of their ionnections to the same cluster oflinguistic cues, the fea-

t rr. 
"U-blike appendages" may be more strongly linked to self-movement and to

eyes for ]ap**. rp..trir than for English speakers. theimplication is that for IaPa-

*r. ,p..k rs, vaguely suggestive limbs+eca$e of reinforcing connections Pfo-
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Figure u.n. cotelations among fapanae linguistic anes, percEtual propertia, and
Iacicol category stracfire

vided by the |apanese language-may be more likely to bring forth ideas associated
with-1{mate things, including categorization by multiple properties. Thus, vaguely
limblike appendages may be a stronger cue suggestive of aaimacy for fapanese than
English qpeakers. Analogously, the linguistic fotns in English that signal discrete
countable things mayreinforce the connections between cues that are characteristic
of objects and between those cues and categorization by shape. Thus, even in tasks
in rvhich those linguistic cues rue not present, solidity-wen in the context ofa simple
shape-may robustly lead to categofization by shape. Although speculative, these
ideas fit the general workings of interactive-actfiration models of associative learn-
ing (Biltnan&HeitrgSg; Colunga&Gasser1998; Kersten &BilhnanrggZ;McClelland
& Rumelhart r98r): overlapping connections reinforce each other suc.:h that one cue
alone can bring forth actination of a whole corelated cltuter.

Intriguingly, the strengthened connections that are the consequences ofthese so-
called gang effects in associative learning may play an important formative role in
abstract ideas. Ideas of animacyor objectness that do not depend on perceptual cues
may emerge thtoogh linla from tinguistic cues to category qtructures. If the rela-
tions illustrated in figures u.u and u.r2 capture the regularities that actudly exist,
then the most basic assumptions of associative learning predict tbat linguistic cues
like the indefinite article ehould give rise to ideas ofboundedness and that irs should
9". rise to ideas of selGmovemenL In this wan hopes maybe abstractobjects and
spirits may have intention.

I{ATERIAL
SIMII.ARITY
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Figure n.n. Conelations among English linguistic caes, percepual propaties, and

Iexical category sfiucfifia

Conclusions

The evidence preseirted in this chapter ptovides empirical support for.five core ideas,

as follows:

r. Thqre arg regqlaritigs thqt dktinguishkinds dcategones. Solid things can

be comBledy shaped, ponsolid things cannot, and animate things are

characterized by bundles of correlated properties.

z. The nominal categori* of hnguaga honor these correhtional bundlcs

Concrete nouns inboth English and fapanese-the nouns learned

early-name complorly shaped solid things by shape, nonsolid things by

material, and anirrrate things by multiple similarities, including similari-

ties in shape and texture.

3. Lurning nama' for thingl enablcs highu -order gmerali.mtions. Simple

associativi devices, rvhen tinght pairings between nam1 and individual

object categories, learn more than just how those trained names.maP to

categories. They also learn the correlationp tfat characterize different

kinds, for ocarBple, how object categories are structured differentlyfrom

substance categories.

+. The meclunism is associative lurning.lhe simulation studies clearly

demonstrate how ontologies'in the psychological sense could arise

TH(TURE
SIMILARITY

MATERIAL
SIMII.ARITY
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naturally from the correlational bundles in the world and the regularities
across ladcal categories that are mapped to those bundles.

5. Linguktic regularitia ore paft of the correlational mh that reata ontolo-
g1rr,, and thus language-specific propenia will bend psychological ontologies
in hnguage- sp ecific ways.

These ideas of ontologies as statistical regularities suggest a profound sameness
in all human knowledge. They also suggest the genuine possibility that there are
culturally distinct wap ofknowing. Universalitywill be found amid the correlations
and statisticalregularitiesthat are groundedin perception, the structure oftheworld,
and in concrete lexical categories. Diversity, unique ways of knowing specific to
specific cultures, will arise from nariations in how the systematic contrasts in a lan-
guage correlate with early-learned statistical regularities and will show itself most
dramatically in ideas about abstract ldnds. Both universdity and diversity are the
natural products of the statistical regularities among properties of concrete things,
their category structures, and the exquisite variations in how languages reflect and
extend deep truths about concrete kinds.
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